The RISE of
HEALTHY

BUILDINGS
By Stephen Marks

As the wellness revolution continues even buildings are learning
now to be healthy. This is not as far-fetched as it seems and the
Global Wellness Institute listed wellness architecture as one
of its key wellness trends for 2017. Can buildings really ever be
healthy? If we are truly entering the era of well buildings
what does this look like?
By Stephen Marks

I

that we shape our
buildings and afterwards they
shape us. If you look back and
see how buildings’ relationships with
the environment and energy-saving
technology has progressed in the last
15 years it seems logical that the next
stage is the interplay between people
and buildings. The attention on energy
and sustainable materials in new homes
and constructions has been widespread.
Now it is time to see how human
health and buildings interact or – to talk
the talk – let us explore how buildings
can interact with us to enhance our
wellbeing and wellness.
For those in the know there is in fact
a whole certification process already in
existence having been created by a US
company called Delos. It is known as
the Well Building Standard. And behind
this is the Well Living Lab, a laboratory
which scientifically tests how every
aspect of architecture and design
impacts on people. The Well Standard
encompasses 100 or so measures and
is divided into categories of air, light,
water, comfort, nutrition, mind and
fitness. This is no passing fad – Delos
has over 250 projects currently in 20
countries and there is 50 million square
feet registered for certification across
the world.
t has been said
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And what about Nature’s influence?
You may have seen “live walls” of plants
in buildings, such as in some hotels,
and this is a perfect example of what is
now termed “biophilia”, a movement
that suggests humans possess an innate
tendency to seek connections with
nature and other forms of life. Think
water features and beehives on roofs.
Now we see biomimicry too – how
designs are actually inspired by nature.
There are other reasons too why we
are likely to see a lot more plants inside
buildings as indoor air pollution is now
one of the deadliest killers. Studies
show that 14 times as many deaths now
result from poor indoor air quality as
opposed to outside air pollution.
Just what kind of buildings are
embracing this new Well Building
Standard? Surprisingly offices have
been leading the way here. Deloitte’s
building in Amsterdam called “the
Edge” has won awards for its flexible
approach to work with 18 different
workstations, airport-style breakout
areas and the ability for each person
to individually adapt heat and lighting
controls. Hotels also have been
increasing their general wellness
packages with healthy food, sleep
programmes and even silence spas. It
looks like Marriott may have been one
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of the first hotel chains to embrace the
Well accreditation by implementing
better water and air purification,
dawn simulation and special circadian
lighting. We now know that the value
of global wellness tourism grew to
over $560 billion by the end of 2015.
However, it may be cynical to suggest
that the Well Building movement is just
about money.
What is clear is that there seems
to be a shift in attitude. People are
beginning to actually look to buildings
to enable or activate them. Buildings
are seen as places to recharge and
innovate and there is a sense of
community built into this also with an
emergence of quirkier spaces and the
inclusion of dedicated social areas in
new projects. Recent research shows
that 73% of millennials now want their
colleagues to be just like friends and
family. Therefore they are looking
for the place of work to provide
social cohesion.

As strange as it may seem we may
be moving to a world where buildings
will become fit for body, mind and soul.
This is, after all, what architecture was
originally designed for in the first place. �
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